
INERRANCY- THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE 

From the last entry on Divine Revelation, we highlighted the Divine and Human authorship of the Bible. 

God did not dictate to the writers of the Sacred Scripture; he inspired them to write. Human authors of the 

Bible made use of their powers and abilities in composing the “divinely revealed realities which are 

contained and presented in the Sacred Scripture.”  God is the author of the Bible in so far as he inspired or 

acted in the human writers. The human writers are equally the authors in so far as they made use of their 

human abilities in putting down God’s words (Cf. P. S. Williamson, Catholic Principles for Interpreting 

Scripture: A Study of the Pontifical Biblical Commission’s The Interpretation of the Bible in the Church, 

35).  

The human activities involved in the writing of the Bible include: the literacy; that is the writing of the 

Bible stemmed from the writing ability of human beings whom God inspired to write. The historical nature 

of the process: Each Book of the Bible has its own history and historical events that shaped its composition. 

The human limitations of the authors and editors:  Since the writers and editors of the Bible are human 

beings capable of erring, no one expects perfect literary art from their work. From the above teaching of 

the Vatican II on the Divine Inspiration, the Bible can be described as God’s word in human language. It is 

God, the Divine Author, who made use of the limited human authors to communicate his divine Word. 

So, that the Bible is inerrant means that it is not liable to err.  The belief that Scripture is trustworthy and 

true, untainted by anything false, erroneous, or deceptive. “Therefore, since everything asserted by the 

inspired authors or sacred writers must be held to be asserted by the Holy Spirit, it follows that the books 

of Scripture must be acknowledged as teaching solidly, faithfully and without error that truth which God 

wanted put into sacred writings for the sake of salvation” (Dei Verbum, 11). The Bible is without error 

because of its Divine authorship. Inerrancy of the Bible refers to that truth which God wanted to put into 

sacred writings for the sake of salvation. Human authors can err in their formulation and in the way they 

make use of their abilities but the truth that God wants to communicate through them remains without error. 

In the Encyclical Letter, Providentissimus Deus, which inaugurated a new era for Catholic biblical studies, 

Pope Leo XIII (1878-1903) recognized the usefulness of scientific methods of biblical research which when 

properly employed enhance our understanding of the Biblical texts. According to Pope Leo XIII, by 

supernatural power God so moved and impelled the human authors to write.  He so assisted them when 

writing the things that he ordered and those only they first understood, then willed faithfully to write down, 

and finally expressed in apt words and with infallible truth.  Inspiration, which is incompatible with error, 

extends to the canonical Scriptures and to all their parts. 

 Another Encyclical Letter, Spiritus Paraclitus of Pope Benedict XV (1914-1922) which emphasized the 

Divine Inspiration and Inerrancy of the Bibles, “solemnly declared the ancient and constant faith of the 

Church in the absolute immunity of Scriptures from any errors (SP, n.5).” Furthermore, Divino Afflante 

Spiritu of Pope Pius XII (1939-1958), a landmark document in modern Catholic exegesis, says: “It is 

absolutely wrong and forbidden "either to narrow inspiration to certain passages of Holy Scripture, or to 

admit that the sacred writer has erred," since divine inspiration "not only is essentially incompatible with 

error but excludes and rejects it as absolutely and necessarily as it is impossible that God Himself, the 

supreme Truth, can utter that which is not true. This is the ancient and constant faith of the Church."  

The problem of the modern man and woman is trying to read into the bible “the essential nature of the 

things of the visible universe” (St Augustine). We should understand that since the Bible makes no properly 

scientific assertions, it cannot be charged with teaching error on scientific matters. However, those passages 

that seem to contradict one another, appear to be at variance or strike us as unworthy of God are rather an 

invitation to humility, perhaps either the text was miscopied, the original language mistranslated, or the 

interpreter failed to understand its meaning. This leads us to the next entry on INTERPRETATION OF 

THE BIBLE.  


